Nonnegative Canonical Polyadic Decomposition for Tissue-Type Differentiation in Gliomas.
Magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) reveals chemical information that characterizes different tissue types in brain tumors. Blind source separation techniques are used to extract the tissue-specific profiles and their corresponding distribution from the MRSI data. We focus on automatic detection of the tumor, necrotic and normal brain tissue types by constructing a 3D MRSI tensor from in vivo 2D-MRSI data of individual glioma patients. Nonnegative canonical polyadic decomposition (NCPD) is applied to the MRSI tensor to differentiate various tissue types. An in vivo study shows that NCPD has better performance in identifying tumor and necrotic tissue type in glioma patients compared to previous matrix-based decompositions, such as nonnegative matrix factorization and hierarchical nonnegative matrix factorization.